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Hikers put feet first
when hitting the trails
Footwear tips to help you avoid
pain on a long-distance trek
L E A N N E I TA L I E
T H E A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

A big, bad pair of hiking
boots and the bloody hurt they inflicted on author Cheryl Strayed’s
feet were Reese Witherspoon’s costars in Wild, the popular movie
that earned the actress an Oscar
nomination.
Toenails were taken by the toosmall monsters, and both of the
boots with the flat red laces wound
up at the bottom of a cliff on the
Pacific Crest Trail in the opening
scene, to be replaced later with a
brand-new proper-fitting pair at
her next rest stop.
A newbie to thru-hiking (longdistance trail hiking), Strayed’s
story of her 1,770-kilometre trek
has not only boosted her profile but
also reinforced the importance to
novices of protecting their feet.
Danner Boots in Portland, Ore.,
created the Wild boots for Witherspoon, though the company didn’t
make the kind Strayed actually
wore. That honour goes to Raichle,
later rebranded as Mammut.
Danner certainly is reaping the
benefits. Its Mountain Light Cascade style for women, the official
name, has enjoyed a sales boost,
said company spokesman Will
Pennartz.
But uninitiated thru-hikers
should tread lightly when it comes
to footwear; shoes instead of boots
might be a better choice.
“You have to respect your feet.
Fit and break-in period are two of
the most important aspects of finding the right pair of hiking boots,”
Pennartz said.
“We hope newbie hikers not only
take inspiration from Cheryl’s story, but also learn from her initial
mistakes.”
Footwear options for long-distance hikers abound. When choosing, consider that your feet aren’t
those of Strayed, Witherspoon or
your best friend who raved about
a certain footwear.
“It was painful to watch those
scenes with her feet,” said Austin
Williams, who hiked 2,575 kilometres of the Pacific Crest Trail
in 2008 wearing an ultralight pack
and running shoes.
Key to choosing the right footwear, Williams and others advise, is
to try on as many different kinds as
possible and to be open to changing
them up for a different size or type
as you go along.
Denise Friend, a footwear expert with the outdoor retail supplier REI, said a common mistake
among newbies is not choosing the
right footwear for the right activity:
short hike versus backpacking trip,
for instance, along with incline,
season and terrain.
“Classic and traditional styles
still sell well, but the next generation of boots offer better comfort,
lighter weight and flexibility,” she
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Adrienne Halmos, right, of White Mountain Adventures leads a recent snowshoeing tour.
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Walking through
a winter wonderland
A trek through mountain powder
on snowshoes is a rousing adventure
J O DY R O B B I N S
C A LG A RY H E R A L D

Encircled by snow-capped peaks as
the wind moans through lonesome
pines, I stand perched on a craggy
bluff staring down at giant pillows
of snow that tease me with their
marshmallowy softness. I always
wondered if cannonballing off a
cliff in winter would feel like diving into a bowl of freshly whipped
cream. Up to my knees in pristine
powder one morning early in the
new year, I had my chance to find
out.
I take a running start before
hurling myself into the air landing in surprisingly soft clouds of
unspoiled powder. Plunging into
deep snowdrifts certainly wasn’t
what I was expecting when signing
up for a snowshoeing excursion at
Sunshine Village, but I’ll take it.
I once thought snowshoeing was
lame. When a sport’s motto is: If
you can walk, you can snowshoe,
it doesn’t seem very adventurous.
But all that changed for me romping through the crystalline playground of Sunshine Meadows on
a historical snowshoe and fondue
tour, a designated Canadian Signature Experience by the Canadian
Tourism Commission.
Meeting in front of a wood
burning fire at Sunshine Mountain Lodge, we chat briefly with
guide, Adrienne Halmos of White
Mountain Adventures, before being whisked above the tree line via
Standish chairlift. Ducking under
Sunshine’s boundary rope, we
cross the Continental Divide leaving Banff National Park and stepping into B.C.’s Mount Assiniboine
Provincial Park.
Hoofing it over to Standish Lookout, we glimpse down upon Simpson Valley hoping for a glimpse
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Tours include snowshoes
and are best suited for those
12-years and older. Snowshoe
rentals are complimentary for
all guests staying at Sunshine
Mountain Lodge. Afternoon
excursions typically offer
clearer skies and warmer
temperatures. For more
information on Sunshine
Village snowshoe tours visit:
skibanff.com. For information
on guided snowshoeing excursions with White Mountain
Adventures visit: whitemountainadventures.com

of Mount Assiniboine, but the
weather is not co-operating. Fog
had swooped in casting an eerie
romantic glow throughout the
Rockies. “No two days are the same
here,” says Halmos. “Every time it’s
a different experience.”
Following the same fur trading route the First Nations used
for centuries, we strap on our
snowshoes and begin the threekilometre loop feeling very much
like explorers. Our group of four
are the only ones exploring Sunshine Meadows today, a landscape
unchanged since early traders first
wandered through this area, where
you’re more apt to see tracks than
people.
The snow gods have been gener-

White Mountains Adventure guide Adrienne Halmos finds herself in deep
powder at Sunshine Meadows above the Sunshine Village ski area in Banff
National Park. JODY RO B B INS /C A L G A RY H E R A L D

ous in the days leading up to our
hike.
Treading through piles of untouched snow, the frosty silence
enveloping the backcountry is
broken only by the gentle crunch
of our snowshoes forging new
ground. But we’re not the only ones
leaving our trace in the snow.
Rabbits, pine marten and even a
coyote have all recently left their
mark.
Weaving your way through the
backcountry with nobody around
is an entirely different experience
than tromping across a packed
down trail. The amount of powder
here is crazy.
You don’t even need poles, they
just get in your way. Though heading downhill through plump snow
pillows is something of an art form.
“Is there a name for this kind of
technique?” I ask, while attempting to put more weight on my heels
before my snowshoes slip out from
underneath me and I fall spectacularly on my tush. “It’s called having
fun,” replies Halmos with a grin.
As much of the trail is downhill
and some parts fairly steep, we
eventually determine it’s more efficient (and fun) to slide than stomp.
These natural chutes have an incline way steeper than what you’ll
find at the playground and rushing down an icy funnel totally gets
the adrenalin going. “It’s more like
bobsledding,” says fellow snowshoer John McAdam after whizzing
down his third snow slide.
It’s an exhilarating hoot, but
without the noise usually associated with most alfresco adventures. Though “whoa!” is the most
overheard word during our trek,
much of the journey is a walking
meditation.
As my snowshoes leave faint
impressions in the snow, I sink
deeper into my surroundings, appreciating the quiet beauty. All
is still and soft across the shimmering alpine meadow. It’s hard
to get over how desolate it seems.
You’d never guess there was a ski
resort nearby. Thoughts that once
flooded my head now flitter off into
the frosty air, as I take in the glistening winterscape laid out before
me. “It’s hard to capture this, isn’t
it?” whispers my other companion,
Leigh McAdam.
We forge on, floating across Rock
Isle Lake, past boulders buried so
deep they look like snow mushrooms. Soon after we arrive back
at Sunshine Village, feeling somewhat guilty about poaching sweet
lines off snowboarders while making our final descent.
Awaiting us is a traditional Swiss
cheese fondue. Cosying up fireside,
we quickly shed our gear, spear
cubes of bread and plunge them
deep inside the bubbling pot. As
the flames warm our rosy cheeks,
I realize to my surprise, I’ve managed to fall in love with winter. Laying down fresh tracks in the crisp,
whiter than white snow does something to your soul. Snowshoeing,
I get you.
Jody Robbins is a freelance Calgary
travel writer and blogger. Follow her
adventures on TravelswithBaggage.
com or on Twitter @Jody_Robbins

said from company headquarters
in Kent, Wash.
“These new styles require less
break-in time and are trail-ready
out of the box.”
Williams put up plenty of advice
for the feet on his PlanYourHike.
com website after he completed his
nearly three-month trek.
“The classic hiking footwear has
always been hiking boots. If you
have a heavier pack and you roll
your ankle and you’re not wearing boots, you’re screwed,” he said
from Mendocino, Calif.
“But if you’re wearing a really
light pack, a lot of people are finding you don’t really need boots if
you’re on a trail. If you’re going off
trail, it’s still good to wear boots.”
Gear tests for footwear abound
if you’re in search of recommendations. Following are a few things to
keep in mind.
Weight: What you have on your
feet makes a huge difference when
you’re hiking 40 kilometres a day,
Williams said. Lightweight trail
shoes, running shoes or ultralight
boots will not sap energy nearly
as fast as full-blown, clunky hiking boots.
Time: Footwear rarely lasts for
more than 800 kilometres. You
could go through six or seven pairs
by the end of a thru-hike. Budget
accordingly.
Swelling: This is inevitable when
you hike for 10-plus hours a day
nearly every day, week after week,
Williams said. The growth can be
from a half size to one-and-a-half
sizes, especially in desert areas. If
you plan to buy all your footwear
at once for resupply boxes sent to
you along the way, buy a size bigger
than your foot, no matter what the
salesperson tells you, he said.
Adjusting sizes: Wiser than buying
all footwear at once is leaving support people with money and telling
them the exact kind you like. When
it’s time for replacements you can
tell them what size to include in
your next resupply box.
Socks: They fall apart fast, Williams said. Every single resupply
box should have at least one pair
of new socks. Two or three pairs in
each box would be great. Most hikers carry three or four pairs of reasonably fast-drying socks. Change
your socks at least once a day to let
feet dry and help prevent blisters.
Cotton takes forever to dry and
more technical smart wool socks
are pricey.
Shoes versus boots: Shoes are better than boots when your base pack
weight is less than 25 pounds (11
kilograms), you’re hiking a maintained trail and you don’t require
mega-ankle support, Williams said.
Gaiters: These coverings that attach to footwear come in waterproof, lightweight versions. Williams is a huge proponent of gaiters
as a way to keep feet dry and debris
out of your shoes.

In Wild, Reese Witherspoon played Cheryl Strayed, who endured a world
of hurt inflicted by ill-fitting hiking boots as she trekked 1,700 km on the
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